Novanta Donates 10,000 Face Masks to Holyoke Medical Center

BEDFORD, Mass., April 7, 2020 -- Novanta, a trusted technology partner to medical and advanced industrial equipment manufacturers, announced today that it has donated 10,000 N95 face masks to medical personnel at the Holyoke Medical Center (HMC) in Holyoke, Massachusetts. The masks are part of the protective personal equipment (PPE) healthcare workers need to protect themselves and their patients during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Novanta’s photonics, vision and precision motion technologies are being used in equipment to characterize COVID-19, to diagnose patients and to treat the disease’s complications. The company’s manufacturing facility in Suzhou, China arranged delivery of face masks to other Novanta manufacturing sites as part of the company’s health and safety program for its employees. Novanta is donating additional masks to hospitals in communities where it operates a major facility.
About Novanta

Novanta is a trusted technology partner to OEMs in the medical and advanced industrial technology markets, with deep proprietary expertise in photonics, vision and precision motion technologies. For more information, visit www.novanta.com.
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Donated masks picked up at Novanta headquarters in Bedford, MA by Massachusetts National Guard.

Counting masks at Novanta facility in Bedford, MA for donation to Holyoke Medical Center.

Preparing masks for delivery at Novanta Suzhou, China to Novanta Bedford, MA USA

Message from Novanta Suzhou to Novanta Bedford: When people are determined, they can overcome everything.